
 
Autumn Capes.

Out from Model Patterns.
——+————

Plate 28.
{Many of our readers are possessed of a set of Model

or Block Patterns, and may be unaware of the method
followed in cutting garments followed in cutting gar-
ments other than the ordinary jacket or bodice. A cutter
should have a general idea of how these may be turned
to advantage in producing all kinds of ladies’ garments,
for as a general rule Capes, Hoods, Mantles, and Ulsters
are all cut from Model Patterns. They save much time,
and as a general rule have been tested, and so the cutter
can use them with greater confidence than if he relied on
his' system. We have nothing to say against cutting by
system, but the general cutter finds little time to practice
his' system, and is sometimes at a loss when he has to pro-
ceed rapidly in applying it to any new style. He there-
fore falls back on his “ blocks ” because of their reliability.

The illustration and diagrams show the method of
cuttm'g three diflerent styles of capes from the back and
forepait of an ordinary jacket.

Diagram 1
Represents a small or short Three-quarter Circle Capelet.

O to 7 represents the length of the back.
Mark across back neck 0 A, and along the shoulder

seam to B, represented by the dotted lines.
Take the forepart and lay the shoulder seam to the

shoulder seam of the back part.
Mark round the gorge from A to D, and down the

centre line represented by the dotted lines. The hard
line from D downwards is receded 1 inch at the bottom.

From A to C 1s' :3 inch more than 0 to 7. In order to
find the length at the ride, neasure through A B in a
straight line 3 inches more than 0 to 7. This will give
the necessary length for the cape, and appear level all the
way round the figure. Draw a line from 7 round to C,
and join the centre line.

Diagram 2
Represented by the dot and dash lines is a full Circle
Capelet. The back is laid down in the same manner as
Diagram 1, but the forepart is swung round until a line
from 0 to E is straight with the line 0 to 7.

This it will be observed causes B and F to be open
about 4 or 5 inches. Continue the line round from C to
the centre line, and this will give the extra fulness some-
times required for small neck capelets.

Diagram 3
Represents the middle cape, and is generally cut in the
three-quarter circle style.

Measure ofl’ the length of the back part from 0 to 11.
Lay the shoulder seams of both back and forepart together
at G and H.
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Draw the line out from 11 to I, then make a pivot of
H, and sweep from I round towards K.

From G to K is more than 0 to 11.
This' diagram is" in every way the same as Diagram 1.

Diagram 4
Is known as the Half-err'cle Cape, and is a closer fitting
one than any of the others. When several capes are
combined to form one. the half-circle usually occupies the
lowest or foundation cape.

Mark 011' the length of the backpart 0 to 1.3.
The back neck is shown at O J, and the shoulder seam

from J to L.
The forepart is laid with the shoulder point touching

L, and a space of 3 or 4 inches between J and P.
Mark from P to L, then round the gorge, and down

the centre line of the front.
Draw the line from 15 to S. make the pivot of L, and

sweep from S round to centre line.
From P to R is g inch more than 0 to 15.
If a three-quarter circle cape is required, Diagram 5

may be produced by closing the shoulder sea-m from P to
J. Continue the gorge round to N, and curve the bottom
line through M.

Diagram 6.
The deep stand and fall collar is cut as follows :—
Square the lines 0 721» at right angles to each other.
0 to 4 is the height of the stand, but mark up 1 inch

so as to give the curve for the sewing-to edge, and shape
stand as shown on the diagram 3 inches deep.

The fall of the collar is made 7} inch deeper than stand,
it is hollowed 1 inch at the centre of the back so as to
produce a better shape and neat fit at the back neck.

Diagram 7. The Tab.
The tab to fasten the cape across the front is' cut as

follows :—Square the lines 0 275 and O 4% at right angles
to each other way. It is pointed at the ends, and finished
with a button-hole at each end. The fancy stitching on
the capes and the collar can easfly be carried out by an
ordinary sewing machine.
M

Patterns of Ladies’ Garments.
We supply carefully out patterns of any style of ladies’

garments at the Ladies’ Tailor Ofiice. These are cut by men of
experience and ability. In our Model or ready out pattern
department will be found a choice variety of the newest styles
of Jackets, Ulsters, Habits, Bodices, Skirts,"Riding Trams'.
Capes, and similar garments. These are supplied at 10d. each.
or 4/3 the set of 7 with the exception of the Ulsters which are
1/-. and Skirts and Trains which are 1/8. Our patterns are out
to flt_‘proportionate figures from 28 to 40 breast, and if made up
with ordinary care wrl'i produce the very smartest and most
successful results.

The John Willi'amson Company, Limited, 93 and 94, Drury
Lane, London, W.C.
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